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 Description  Description 

Hanging Closet Organizer 6-Shelf, Hanging Shelves for ClosetHanging Closet Organizer 6-Shelf, Hanging Shelves for Closet

with Side Pockets, Hanging Shelf Organizer for Bedroom orwith Side Pockets, Hanging Shelf Organizer for Bedroom or

Garment RackGarment Rack

Do you need more space to store your clothes or children’s essentials?The Pipishell hangingDo you need more space to store your clothes or children’s essentials?The Pipishell hanging
closet organizer is a great solution to store items neatly and out of the way.closet organizer is a great solution to store items neatly and out of the way.

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:
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This hanging closet organizer is made from a very durable and thick non-woven, this is built toThis hanging closet organizer is made from a very durable and thick non-woven, this is built to
last. Unlike some similar product, this one has a bamboo insert at every opening and has MDFlast. Unlike some similar product, this one has a bamboo insert at every opening and has MDF
board at top & bottomboard at top & bottom

SUITABLESUITABLE

The closet hanging storage allows you to have more space in your closet. It has six shelvesThe closet hanging storage allows you to have more space in your closet. It has six shelves
units. This shelf organizer is suit for people who need more storage, but they do not haveunits. This shelf organizer is suit for people who need more storage, but they do not have
space in their closet. Also, it is for people who want to use their space more efficientlyspace in their closet. Also, it is for people who want to use their space more efficiently

PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:

The design allows for easy hanging with cubby spaces as well as side pockets for smallerThe design allows for easy hanging with cubby spaces as well as side pockets for smaller
items that are often hard to find. It makes organizing so easy but does not take up much spaceitems that are often hard to find. It makes organizing so easy but does not take up much space
at the same timeat the same time

Instant VisualInstant Visual

Instant Visual-Fully opening- Makes loading and unloading a breeze. It will save you theInstant Visual-Fully opening- Makes loading and unloading a breeze. It will save you the
trouble of retrieving from top shelf to get a peek, and at the same time avoiding duplicatetrouble of retrieving from top shelf to get a peek, and at the same time avoiding duplicate
purchases.purchases.

ConvenienceConvenience

Six compartments to set out your clothes ahead of time. Check the ten-day weather forecast,Six compartments to set out your clothes ahead of time. Check the ten-day weather forecast,
and set out your clothes for the week in this terrific hanging sorter. Saves you lots of time in theand set out your clothes for the week in this terrific hanging sorter. Saves you lots of time in the
morningmorning
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